BULLETIN

11B
SMT 148 STYLE BURNER
The Carlisle SMT (Surface Mixed Tube)
148 Style Burners, and the standard
SMT burners (Bulletin 11A) work in
similar fashions. Both styles are totally
surface mixed with virtually no
possibility of flashback. Both have the
ability to run multiple fuel gas/oxygen
mixtures, such as propane, natural gas,
and even hydrogen.
The main difference between the two
styles is their method of construction.
While SMT burners are manufactured
from a stainless steel pipe, the SMT 148
Style Burners are constructed from a
solid piece of rectangular metal. It is a
much more durable construction than
the pipe system, and offers the option
of brass or stainless steel construction.
In addition, the 148 Style allows for
more than one row of tubing. Two
rows can easily be added with a
negligible difference in body size.
When a 148 Style is manufactured with
three rows of porting, a different type
of construction is used that resembles
the face of a PK 1885-D burner (Bulletin
13A).
FLAME SPACE

MODEL NUMBERS
BRS

SS

.5” to 1.49”

10

11

1.5” to 2.49”

20

21

2.5” to 3.49”

30

31

3.5” to 4.49”

40

41

4.5” to 5.49”

50

51

5.5” to 6.00”

60

61

MODEL
NUMBER

ROWS OF
PORTING
(1 - 3)

FLAME
SPACE

11B000-00.00

Flame Space:
The distance from
the beginning to
the end of the
porting from
which the flame
originates.

Example: A 4” SMT 148 burner made from brass with 2 rows
of porting would be:
1 1 B 40 2 - 0 4 . 0 0

4” SMT 148 2 Row Brass Burner
11B402-0400

The SMT 148 Style Burner is capable of producing
approximately 11,000 BTU/hr. per inch. This figure is
doubled and tripled for two and three rows respectively.
The 148 Style is offered in sizes ranging from a 0.5” flame
space to a 6” flame space. It is important to note that
flame space does not reflect the burner’s overall length.
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